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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

Created out of ,\rAIE's experience and expertise in
Engtish teaching, learning and assessment'

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GC$E Literature Assessment Objectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response

o have skills progression embedOeO so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students fariiliar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at home/in school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure, and contexts and comparisons - with additional

support and stretch extension coverage
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Study focus:

Learning context
Students may not feel familiar with the situation of leaving a son at a boarding school, so it's

important to engage them with the broader relevance of seeing a son choose to go with friends

ratier than come back to a father. Most students will have some memory of the first time they felt

independent, so will have some links to the situation. They may feel more sympathy in the situation

wittrthe son, but the poem prompts them to empathise with the feelings of the father'

Students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Love and

Relationship. The fbcus here will be on a fatler's love for his son and how it has to adjust to the

son's growing independence and the father's sense of parting as he leaves his son at his boarding

school.

Teaching focus
The poem is best approached by focusing on the situation - the game of football at school and the

son'i walking away with the rest of the boys, rather than with his father' The father's mixed

feelings are presented in the poem, and the way he resolves those mixed feelings' It's worth asking

who ii "walking away''- the son, the father - or both. They need to get from the situation to ideas

about parenting. independence and situations that shape development' The key language features

are the metaphorical references to touch-lines, satellites, seeds and pottery'

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more

developed skill of explain,then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and

analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts'

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understand*, then teacher reads

it aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.J

2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand' Teacher explains'

Sean

Poetry revision: Walking awaY
A ideas, attitudes, feelings
B language, form & structure
C Contexts & comparison

#
NATE

That hesitant figure, eddYing away
Like a winged seed loosened from its parent
stem,
Has something I never quite grasp to convey
About nature's give-and-take - the small, the
scorching
Ordeals which fire one's irresolute clay.

I have had worse partings, but none that so

Gnaws at my mind still. Perhaps it is roughly
Saying what God alone could perfectly show -
How selflrood begins with a walking away,
And love is proved in the letting go.

It is eighteen years ago, almost to the day -
A sunny day with leaves just turning
The touch-lines new-ruled - since I watched you
play
Your first game of football, then, like a satellite
Wrenched from its orbit, go drifting away

Behind a scatter ofboys. I can see

You walking away from me towards the school

With the pathos of a half-fledged thing set free

Into a wilderness, the gait of one

Who finds no path where the path should be.



A ideas, attitudes. feelings
Discuss/Write about the following:

NATE
3 Select and retrieve (textual detail)
3a) Which phrase suggests a period of partial growing up, but not yet readiness to leave home?

3b) Which word suggests the world outside the home is vast, strange and potentially full of danger?

4 Explain fextended textual detail)
4a) How may "touch-lines new-ruled"suggest more than playing football?
4b) Who is doing the "walking away", the child or the father?
4b) How does reference to a "satellite wrenched from its orbit" convey the relationship between the
son and father?

Explain (motives, attitudes, feelings, ideas) *
4c) What does Day-Lewis mean bywriting that"selJhood beginswith awalking Qway"

4e) Some love involves close togetherness, but Day-Lewis suggests that a parent s love is more
complex. What does he think makes it more complex?

5 Interpret, explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a) How does he image of a "winged seed" convey an idea about a child's first move from home?

5b) What is the connection Day-Lewis makes with turning clay into a pot?

5c) What sort of movement is suggeste dby "gait of one who finds no path where the path should be"

B Study focus: language.Iorm and structure
6 Language
How does Day-Lewis make the memory of the parting seem like a painful experience?
7 Form
The poem takes the form of a personal letter to his son, now grown up. How does it create a tone of
personal address?
I Structure
The poem is structured as an event recalled, followed by feelings arising from it then two ideas
arising from what has gone before. Colour-code this structure on the lines of a copy of the poem.

C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3."
"The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of context e.g. placing the extract within
the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of the student's own contemporary
context as well as historical context " [AQA examination advice]
The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Love and
Relationships. Each poem should be approached as an example of some aspect of love
or some aspect of relationship - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
Students need to think of examples in their own life when they felt they were moving away from
the protection of a parent or carer. What were the feelings of the adult and the child?
9b) The wider historical/literary context
Some families think that it helps children to be more independent if they go to boarding school.

Others think that that staying close to family is better. What attitudes to children and growing up
life are shown by these different opinions?

{th



10 Compare with:
Follower fsimilar in presenting a relationship between son and father when youn& then later;
different in presenting the son's feelings rather than the father's)
Mother, any distance (similar in presenting a relationship between a son and a parent; different in
presenting the mixed feelings of both the son and the mother)

Support: (knowledge & understanding)
Gloss: gait - manner of walking; eddying - swirling around like a current of water; pathos - a feeling
of sadness or pity; irresolute - not able to decide.
Fill background: The poem, subtitled "for Sean", is written for his grown-up son but looks back, to a day
"eighteen years ago" when Sean had started as a seven-year-old at a boarding school in Somerset. Day-Lewis had
been to a boarding school himself and knew how the separation of a boy from his parents affected the child, but on
this occasion it is the parent's feelings that he explores.

Reinforce: The following statement is from the Marine Military Academy prospectus.
Self-reliance
Boarding school students quickly learn how to perforlh many domestic chores and complete school assignments by
themselves. They become experts at managing their time, money and resources. These students mature quickly and
tend to be very independent and successful in college and life.
Fewer Distractions
Boarding school students can focus better on their studies because television, video games, phones and other
distractors are limited. These young scholars usually perform better academically because they live in an environment
that is conducive to learning.

Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Discuss/Write about the opinions expressed in the following article on family life in the Daily
Telegraph, followed by a letter from Sean Day-Lewis himself

According to a survey by Center Parcs, one in three of us only sees our parents once a year, and more than half of us see

our siblings fewer than six times a year. These statistics horrify me, especially as Ed and I are putting our house on the
market, starting the inevitable breakup of our family unit as the older children will be forced to leave their bedrooms to
enter the rental market and survive alone - perhaps even in a different city.

I think about a Cecil Dav-Lewis quote: "Selftrood begins with a walking away / And love is proved in the letting go." The
words seem wise, but now I wonder if, after all, pushing our children out into the world is right.
Day-Lewis's poem was written for a different society. There's less of a stigma about
twentysomethings staying in the parental home today. In fact. multigenerational living seems to be
becoming the norm. and doesn't necessarily mean that the stay-at-home kids aren't growing up.

by Saskia Sarginson

It was good to see the last couplet of my father's Walking Away properly quoted by Saskia
Sarginson (Empty nest? Not a chance, Family, 6 fanuary). But she is a little off-message with her
view that this Cecil Day-Lewis poem was "written for a different society".
It can be argued that much of his poetry now well out of fashion, belonged to its time. But this
poem is very much for all times, It is a memory poem, looking back to my nervous first day at school
in 1938. But itwas published, some while after he walked away from my mother into a second
marriage, in his 1962 volume of verse The Gate. Believe it or not, society of L962 was much like that
of 2018. It is the craziness of our governance that has changed.
Walking Away is addressed to all caring parents at all times as they watch their offspring leaving
for new lives at school and whatever education and work that may follow. The poem, as it happens,
was dedicated to me, but I guarantee that whenever I am asked to give a public reading, mine are
not the only wet eyes.

Sean Day-Lewis

NATtr
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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

Created out of ,VAfE's experience and expertise in
English teaching, learning and assessmenf.

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Objectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response
o have skills progression embedded so students are prompted through simple to mone

demanding reading responses.
o make students familiar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at home/in school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure, and contexts and comparisons - with additional

support and stretch extensisn coverage.

Love and Relafion$firps
Lover by Roberf
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Study focus:

Learning context

Poetry revisio ni P orphyria's lover
A ideas, attitudes, feelings
B language, form & structure
C Contexts & comparisons NATE

Students may be engaged by the graphic and grisly action in the poem, but less confident in
grasping the characters'motives or Browning's purpose. If these raise issues of ambiguity and
ambivalence, they should be seen not as obstacles, but as part of Browning's craft and purpose.

Students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Love and
Relationships. The focus here will be on the effects of an obsessive kind of love, or lack of love, and
a relationship that seems sinister and destructive.

Teaching focus
The poem is best approached by focus on tlql character of the speaker and the victim. Students
need to consider the speaker's feelings, motives and actions. This should lead to ideas about a

relationship that may or may not have anything to do with love. They need to consider how
Browning reveals the speaker's feelings and motives, and whether the victim was aware of these.
There should be focus on the speaker's language for what it reveals and what it doesn't reveal, to
engage students with the difference between explicit and implied meanings.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understandx, then teacher reads
it aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

s lover,r lru
The rain set early in to-night,

The sullen wind was soon awake,
It tore the elm-tops down for spite,

And did its worst to vex the lake:
I listened with heart fit to break.

When glided in Porphyria; straight
She shut the cold out and the storm,

And kneeled and made the cheerless grate
Blaze up, and all the cottage warm;
Which done, she rose, and from her form

Withdrew the dripping cloak and shawl,
And laid her soiled gloves by, untied

Her hat and let the damp hair fall,
And, last, she sat down by my side
And called me. When no voice replied,

She put my arm about her waist,
And made her smooth white shoulder bare,

And all her yellow hair displaced,
And, stooping, made my cheek lie there,
And spread, o'er all, her yellow hair,

Murmuring how she loved me - she
Too weak, for all her heart's endeavour,

To set its struggling passion free
From pride, and vainer ties dissever,
And give herself to me for ever.

But passion sometimes would prevail,
Nor could to-night's gay feast restrain

A sudden thought of one so pale
For love of her, and all in vain:
So, she was come through wind and rain.

Be sure I looked up at her eyes
Happy and proud; at last I knew

Porphyria worshipped me; surprise
Made my heart swell, and still it grew
While I debated what to do.

That moment she was mine, mine, fair,
Perfectly pure and good: I found

A thing to do, and all her hair
In one long yellow sffing I wound
Three times her little throat around,

And strangled her. No pain felt she;
I am quite sure she felt no pain.

As a shut bud that holds a bee,
I warily oped her lids: again
Laughed the blue eyes without a stain.

And I untightened next the tress
About her neck; her cheek once more

Blushed bright beneath my burning kiss:
I propped her head up as before,
Only, this time my shoulder bore

Her head, which droops upon it still:
The smiling rosy little head,

So glad it has its utmost will,
That all it scorned at once is fled,
And I, its love, am gained insteadl

Porphyria's love: she guessed not how
Her darling one wish would be heard.

And thus we sit together now,
And all night long we have not stirred,
And yet God has not said a word!



A ideas. attitudes, feelings
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve (textual detail)
3a) Which words create a sense of violence outdoors in the opening lines?
3b) Which detail creates a sense of the contrasting comfort of the room?

#
NATE

4 Explain (extended textual detail)
4a) What kind of speech do you associate with "murmuring how she loved me'?
4b) What kind of struggle is describe dby "heart's endeavour/to set its struggling passion free"?

Explain (motives, attitudes, feelings, ideas)
4c) Is there anything to suggest that Porphyria made an effort to come to the narrator's house?

4d) Is there anything to suggest that Porphyria invited a passionate love relationship?
4d) How do we know the narrator was not *pecting her to be so loving?
4e) Why may Porphyria have been unwilling to "give herself'for ever?

5 Interpret, explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a) Why might Browning have chosen to name the victim after a disease?

5b) What do you think is meant by "so glad ithas its utmostwill"?
5c) Browning ends the poem with the line: "Andyet God has not said awordt"
Do you think the speaker's meaning is

a) "God is not going to judge me, despite what I have done."
b) "God is going to judge me in time."

B Study focus: language, form and structure
6 Language
6a) Select some of the words and phrases used to suggest that Porphyria was happy in death.
6b) The word "yet" can mean "so far" or "but". Which meaning do you think more relevant here?

7 Form
As a monologue, the narration is mainly in the past tense.Why do you think it changes to the
present tense at line 51?
I Structure
The poem is structured as a narrative sequence a narrative structure that goes - setting outside
(past) - setting inside (past) - her actions (present)- his actions (past & present). How does the last
line point to something in the future?

C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access 4O3."
"The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of context e.g. placing the extract within
the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of the student's own contemporary
context as well as historical context " [AQA examination advice]
The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Love and
Relationships. Each poem should be approached as an example of some aspect of love
or some aspect of relationship - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
Some readers think this poem is disturbing or offensive in its account of a twisted character's
behaviour. Others think it helps us understand the behaviour of deviant extremists. Do you think a)

Browning shows sympathy for the victim b) Browning shows sympathy for the narrator c)

Browning shows no sympathy but uses the horror genre to give his readers a shocking read?

9b) The wider historicalfliterary context



Browning was interested the psychology of deviants and psychopaths - this interest was part of a
trend in literature towards the gothic, and was also evident in newspaper stories about evil deeds.

10 Compare with:
The Farmer's Wife (similar in its portrayal of passionate feelings in a disturbing relationship;
different in its outcome, presenting a woman's fear of men (also, different author gender).

Support: (knowledge & understanding)
Gloss: sullen; - sulky, bad-tempered,;vex - bother, annoy - endeavour- effor! warily - cautiously;
tress - a long lock of hair; scorned - showed a proud contempt.
Fill background: Porphyriar a rare hereditary disease - symptoms include mental disturbances and
extreme sensitivity of the skin to light. Porphyria is sometimes referred to as vampire disease
because people with this condition often experience symptoms following exposure to sunlight.
Reinforce: There is a pattern of writing about deviants in Browning's poems - a murdering monk in
Soliloquy of a Spanish Cloister and a murderirg Duke in My last Duchess

Stretch findependent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Here are two contrasting interpretations of the poem. Which do you find the more convincing? How
would you support either one of them?

Symptoms of Porphyria's disease are repeatedly described within the poem, e.g. blood loss ["gone so pale"),
muscle weakness ["too weak to set her passion free") and light sensitivity which explains why she arrived at
night ("rain set in early tonight"). Victims of Porphyria's disease suffer a horrible death, thus Porphyria's
lover committed the highest act of love; he set his lover free from a grisly death. That Porphyria's death is
the result of euthanasia is manifest from the following lines near the poem's end,
Porphyria's love: she guessed not how/Her darling one wish would be heard.
It was her "darling one wish" that she die. It was also her wish not to know how that wish would be fulfilled.
The word "darling" makes it a very special wish indeed. And since "she" guessed not how, it was also her
desire to not know when her wish would be fulfilled. The speaker's true and massive love for Porphyria is
exampled by him sitting with her in his arms,
And all night long we have not stirred.
He loves her so much that he cannot release her from his grasp. He has chosen to sit with the painful
emotion that granting her last wish burdened him with.
The last line gives us the speaker's perception that killing Porphyria was such a right thing to do that "God
has not said a word!This emphasizes that what the speaker had to do was so morally correct that no God
would be critical.

"Porphyria's Lover" - Vastly Misunderstood Poetry |. T. Best

The "Porphyria" persona seems convinced that Porphyria wanted to be murdered, and claims "No pain feltshe" while
being strangled, adding as if to convince himself, "I am quite sure she felt no pain." He may even believe she enjoyed the
pain, because he, her lover, inflicted it. When she's dead, he says she's found her "utmost will," and, when he sees her
lifeless head drooping on his shoulder, he describes it as a "smiling rosy little head", possibly using the word "rosy" to
symbolise the red roses of love. More likely, however, is the thought that blood returning to her face, after the
strangulation, makes her cheeks "rosy."

Since the speaker may be insane, it is impossible to know the true nature of his relationship to Porphyria. Some
speculate that the lover might be impotent, disabled, sick, or otherwise inadequate, and, as such, unable to satisfy
Porphyria. There is much textual evidence to support this interpretation: he describes himself as "one so pale / for love
of her, and all in vain." At the beginning of the poem, the persona never moves; he sits passively in a cold, dark room,
sadly listening to the storm until Porphyria comes through "wind and rain", "shuts the cold out and the storm," and,
makes up his dying fire. Finally, she sits beside him, calls his name, places his arm around her waist, and puts his head
on her shoulder; interestingly, she has to stoop to do this. At the poem's midpoing the persona suddenly takes action,
strangling Porphyria, propping her body against his, and boasting that afterward., her head lay on hrs shoulder.

Wikipedia
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NATE's own GGSE Literature revision resources

Created out of MfE's experience and expertise in
English teaching, learning and assessmenf.

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Objectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response
o have skills progression embedded so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students familiar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at home/in school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure, and contexts and comparisons - with additional
support and stretch extension coverage.
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Mother, distance by

l



Poetry Revision= Mother, qny distance
Study focus: A ideas, attitudes, feelings

B language, form & structure
C Contexts & gompsrisan$

Learning context
Students will have little trouble undserstanding the relationship here, given the explicit address to
the mother, and the details of what son and mother are doing, They may feel more sympathy with
the son who is breaking away from his family to be independent, but the poem is equally concerned
with her (unspokenJ feelings as with his. Students need to empathise with both characters, and
their mixed feelings at this changing point in their relationship.

Students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Love and
Relationship. Here the focus is on a mother--son relationship at a time of change, when there is still
a strong bond of love between them, thoughtLhey are moving apa.t. Her love f* ni- is strong
enough to help him move away, but she still wants to hold on to him. He wants to be independent,
but has some anxieties about how he will manage on his own.

Teaching focus
The poem is best approached by focusing on the situation in the poem - a mother helping her son
to move in to his first home. The autobiographical account is from Armitage's point of view, telling
his mother that he understands her feelings, values what she has given him and has mixed feelings
of his own about moving away. Her mixed feelings are implied rather than stated, and reflect a close
relationship at a time of change. The language interest is in the metaphors nature of the changing
relationship is expressed through metaphors of measuring distance and the bonds that allow both
freedom and safety.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain,then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understand*, then teacher reads
it aloud. (*This could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

Mother distance

#
NATE

Mother, any distance greater than a single span
requires a second pair ofhands.
You come to help me measure windows, pelmets, doors,
the acres of the walls, the prairies of the floors.

You at the zero-end, me with the spool of tape, recording
length, reporting metres, centimetres back to base, then leaving
up the stairs, the line still feeding out, unreeling
years between us. Anchor. Kite.

I space-walk through the empty bedrooms, climb
the ladder to the loft, to breaking point, where something
has to give;
two floors below your fingertips still pinch
the last one-hundredth of an inch...l reach
towards a hatch that opens on an endless sky
to fall or



A Study focus: ideas. attitudes, feelings
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve (textual detail)
3a) Which word creates an impression of walls as big spaces?

3b) Which word creates an impression of floors as a vast area?

4 Explain (extended textual detail)
a{ Aprairieis a vast uninhabited wild countrywhere animals can roam but is not owned by

faimeis. Why does Simon Armitage chooses the word "prairies" for the floors of his new house?

4b) What does he mean by "years unreeling years between us"?

Explain (motives, attitudes, feelings, ideas) -
+cj ermiiage describes his mother as an'an[hor'.Whatdo you think is the similarity between a

mother and son and an anchor and ship?
. What does an anchor do?

. Why is an anchor necessary?

. Where, usually, do ships anchor?

' What happens if a ship loses its anchor?

4d) Armitage describes himself as a 'kite'. Which of the following statements do you think best fits

this image?
. A kite is built to fly high above the ground'
. A kite is controlled by a kite-flyer
. A kite has no power of its own
. A kite whose line breaks flies off and is lost.

5 Interpret, explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')

5a) Which *o.dt and phrases convey Armitage's sense of excitement at starting up his own home,

and which words and phrases show some of his anxieties?

5b) What do you thinkArmitage means at the end of the poem where he wonders whether he may

'fall or fly'?
3c) Wfiit sort of worries do you think the mother may have about her son living without her close

care?

B Study focus: language. form and structure
6 Language
6a) Why does Armitage write ,'Two floors below your fing-efilpsstill plngh" when he could have

written 'fingers still hold"?
6b) How does Armitage create a personal and conversation tone in the poem?

7 Form
The poem is autobiographical and reflective and deals with a long relationship, but it is not a

memory of the past. What makes it seem a snapshot of a current moment?

I Structure
What best describes the structural shift in the poem?

. From dependence to independence

. From presentto future

. From being close to being apart

. From securityto risk

. From his mother to himself

{h
NATE



C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if students focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3."
"The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of context e.g. placing the extract within
the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of the student's own contemporary
context as well as historical context." [AQA examination advice]
The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Love and
Relationships. Each poem should be approached as an example of some aspect of love
or some aspect of relationship - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
Simon Armitage understands his mother's feelings, values what she has given him and has mixed
feelings of his own about moving away. What would be your feelings about leaving a parent or
carer to be independent?
9b) Thewider historicalfliterary context :
Some poems celebrate Love as something that brings people together. Other poems celebrate a

Love that is strong enough to survive being apart. Which of the fifteen poems in your study cluster
show love and togetherness, and which show love and separation?

10 Compare with:
. Before you were mine (similar in showing relationship between child and parent, different in

being a daughter's view of mother)
. Follower (similar in showing relationship between child and parent; different in being a son's

view of father)
. Walking Away (similar in showing relationship between child and parent; different in being a

father's view of son)

Support (knowledge & understanding)
Gloss: pelmet - panel used to cover the top part of curtains; prairies - uninhabited area of open,
treeless grassland in America.
Fill background: Book of Matches (1993), from which this poem is taken, contains thirty sonnets
written before Armitage's thirtieth birthday. Each was designed to be read within the time it takes
for a match to burn down.
Reinforce.'Simon Armitage has written: Poetry is a very compact language, so you can think about
whether there is another meaning to some of the words; it can be like looking into a pond - will
something else come into focus?

Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Compare with Armitage's account of childhoo d in Little Green Man.
Compare with Armitage's account of his father in All Points North

#
NATE
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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

Created out of MfE's experience and expedrse rn
English teaching, learning and assessmenf.

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Objectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response
o have skills progression embedded so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students familiar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at horne/in school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure, and contexts and comparisons - with additional
support and stretch extension coverage.
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Love and Relation$hips
Follower by Seamus Heaney



Study focus:

Learning context
Students are likely to find the technical details of working with a horse-drawn plough something
well outside their experience. It's important that they engage initially with the relationship between
father and son rather than the specifics of the father's expertise. This may make it worthwhile
starting with the last six lines before reading the whole poem through.

Students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of ideas about Love and
Relationship. The focus here will be on family love and the changing relationship of a boy with his
father as they both grow older. Most students will be able to draw on personal experience of a close
relationship with a significant adult, even if t,.ct a parent.

Teaching focus
The poem is best approached by focusing on students' own memories of themselves and adults,
then on the two characters. The focus needs to shift to the boy's feelings of admiration for his
father, and of being less capable, and the change as his ageing father becomes less capable than the
grown-up boy. The language of the poem reflects the technical aspects of working with a horse-
drawn plough to create a sense of the father's technical expertise.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understand*, then teacher reads
it aloud. (xThis could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

Follower
My father worked with a horse-plough,
His shoulders globed like a full sail strung
Between the shafts and the furrow.
The horse strained at his clicking tongue.

An expert. He would set the wing
And fit the bright steel-pointed sock.
The sod rolled over without breaking.
At the headrig, with a single pluck

0f reins, the sweating team turned round
And back into the land. His eye
Narrowed and angled at the ground,
Mapping the furrow exactly.

I stumbled in his hob-nailed wake,
Fell sometimes on the polished sod;
Sometimes he rode me on his back
Dipping and rising to his plod.

I wanted to grow up and plough,
To close one eye, stiffen my arm.
All I ever did was follow
In his broad shadow round the farm.

I was a nuisance, tripping, falling,
Yapping always. But today
It is my father who keeps stumbling
Behind me, and will not go away.

Poetry Revision: Follower
A id e a s, attitud e s, fe elin g s
B language, form & structure
C Contexts & comparisons
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A Study focus: ideas. attitudes. feelings
Discuss/Write about the following:

3 Select and retrieve (textual detail) NArE
3a) Which phrase in the first verse suggests the father's expert control of a powerful horse with
hardly any voice commands?
3b) Which phrase in the second verse suggests the father's expert control of a powerful horse with
hardly any physical effort?

4 Explain (extended textual detail)
4a) What impression is created by the boy's following of his father, though he "stumbled" and "fell'?
4b) What kind of skills are shown by his father's "mapping the furrow exactly"?

Explain [motives, attitudes, feelings, ideas)
4c) Is there any evidence that the father sho ";ed care for his son rather than his work?
4d) Although the boy wanted to be like his father, do you think he followed him in his line of work?
4e) Why do you think the boy's father found him a "nuisance"?

5 Interpret, explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a) Do you think the last half line "ylllnot go away" means a) that he is there all the time or b) he
refuses to go away when asked?
5b) What impression does Heaney create by describing the turned-over earth as "polished"?

5c) How much time do you think has passed between the memory of the past and " todey..."?

B Study focus: language, form and structure
6 Language
6a) List the technical terms Heaney uses to convey his father's skill in a specific craft.
6b) In the first verse, Heaney compares his father to a sea-going vessel. How is this image continued
in verse 4?

7 Form
Select an example of lines that are full rhymes and some that are half-rhymes.
B Structure
The feeling in the first 21 lines is one of a child's admiration and wanting to be like his father. The
feelings change in the last two lines. Does this structural shift make the poem's conclusion a factual
statement, an ironic thought or a sad feeling?

C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if studenfs focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3."
"The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of context e.g. placing the extract within
the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of the student's own contemporary
context as well as historical context." [AQA examination advice]
The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster title - Love and
Relationships. Each poem should be approached as an example of some aspect of love
or some aspect of relationship - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
Readers with no knowledge of farming may admire an older family member. What memories do
students have of watching adults do something with great skill? What memories do they have of
their childhood heroes or role models?

{h
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9b) The wider historical/literary context



Heaney's memory goes back to a time when farming was a matter of manual strength and skill.
Contrast this with the kind of skills needed in farming today - machinery, GPS, fertilisers, book-
keeping etc. Are any modern kinds of work dependent on similar physical skills?

10 Compare with:
. Before you were mlne (similar in dealing with fondness for a parenq different in a daughter's

memory of her mother)
. Mother, any distance fsimilar in showing a family relationship developing as a child grows up;

different in a child's relationship with his mother)
, Walking away [similar in dealing with father-son relationship; different in showing the father's

feelings)

Support: [knowledge & understanding)
6loss: Shafis - the bars between which a horse is harnessed; Furrow: the trench made in the ground
by the plough; The wing: cuts the bottom of the furrow; The sock; cuts and turns the soil; The sod; a
piece of turf; Headrig: land at the edge of the field where the plough turns round; Reins: long leather
straps used to control and guide a horse
Fill background= SH was brought up in the countryside in lreland, and remembered old working
skills of farming. Many of his poems are about people who have skills and attitudes that make them
survive and succeed in a harsh environment. He said when his father, Patrick, died in 1986 (Nigel
Farndale Telegraph article 5.4.01)
"He knew everything about cattle, thatwas what he had defined for himself. I wentwith him to
markets, fairs and so on and saw he had an area of expertise. He could know the weight of a beost to
within a few pounds."
"l was glad to see him at the end. I suppose everybody has their persona, and his parents had died
when he was young and he had been brought up by uncles, in a kind of gruff, male, unyielding
household withoutwomen in it."
Reinforce: pictures of horse-drawn plough.

l,rI'ti !.='::1r t.llil= !!*
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Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)
Compare with other Heaney poems: e.g. Digging and other poems about strong country characters:
e.g.lago Prytherch by RS Thomas, Harry Ploughman by G.M. Hopkins.
Compare attitudes to fathers in Toast by Nigel Slater
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GCSE Revision
AQA Poetry Anthology
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NATE's own GCSE Literature revision resources

Created out of NATE's experience and expertise in
English teaching, learning and assessmenf.

What makes these resources unique:

o matched to GCSE Literature Assessment Objectives
o clearly organised prompts focusing on specific skills of reading response
o have skills progression embedded so students are prompted through simple to more

demanding reading responses.
o make students familiar with the demands of different questions and different question

parts.
o designed for independent study at home/in school, and for group activity in lessons

Each unit covers language, form and structure, and contexts and comparisons - with additional
support and stretch extension coverage.
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Love and Relationships
The Farmer's Bride by Charlotte Mew



Poetry revision= The Farmer's Bride
Study focus: Aideas, attitudes, feelings

B language, form & structure
C contexts & comparisons

Learning context
Students may find some poems from the past unfamiliar in language, setting or attitudes. It is
important that students don't find any of these things an obstacle to responsive reading. It will help
learning if the poems are approached as examples of how things used to be, inviting comment on
unfamiliar language, setting or attitudes. Beginning with personal opinion, responses can be
developed with discussion of cultural diversity and change.

Students will be helped by putting the poem in a general context of Love and Relationships. The
focus may be on different kinds of love [or lack of it) and ways in which relationships reflect social
customs and values, aspects of gender or a contrast between the ideal and the real.

Teaching focus
The poem is best approached by focusing on character. starting with the farmer's feelings and
attitudes. A leading question is whether his feelings create sympathy, or whether his attitudes
prevent sympathy. A following question can be about a) the recorded and b) the implied feelings
and attitudes of the bride. The poem provides scope for balancing sympathy with empathy as both
characters suffer from an unsatisfactory relationship. The farmer's language shows Mew's concern
to make him dramatically realistic in speech and attitudes.

The lesson reinforces the skills progression from the core skills of select and retrieve to the more
developed skill of explain, then to the more sophisticated skills of exploration, interpretation and
analysis.lt prompts students to link ideas in the poem to personal as well as historical contexts.

Lesson sequence
1 Students read the poem silently, annotating anything they don't understandx, then teacher reads
it aloud. (xThis could be homework preparation for the lesson.)
2 Students discuss in pairs/groups anything they found difficult to understand. Teacher explains.

The Farmer's Bride - Charlotte Mew

{h
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Three summers since I chose a maid,
Too young maybe-but more's to do
At harvest-time than bide and woo.

When us was wed she turned afraid
Of love and me and all things human;
Like the shut of a winter's day
Her smile went out, and'twadn't a woman-

More like a little frightened fay.
One night, in the Fall, she runned away.

"Out'mong the sheep, her be," they said,
'Should properly have been abed;
But sure enough she wadn't there
Lying awake with her wide brown stare.

So over seven-acre field and up-along across the down
We chased her, flying like a hare
Before our lanterns. To Church-Town

All in a shiver and a scare
We caught her, fetched her home at last

And turned the key upon her, fast.

She does the work about the house
As well as most, but like a mouse:

Happy enough to chat and play
With birds and rabbits and such as they,
So long as men-folk keep awav.

"Not near, not nearl" her eyes beseech
When one of us comes within reach.

The women say that beasts in stall
Look round like children at her call.
I've hardly heard her speak at all.

Shy as a leveret, swift as he,

Straight and slight as a young larch tree,
Sweet as the first wild violets, she,
To her wild self. But what to me?

The short days shorten and the oaks are brown,
The blue smoke rises to the low grey sky,

One leaf in the still air falls slowly down,
A magpie's spotted feathers lie

On the black earth spread white with rime,
The berries redden up to Christmas-time.

What's Christmas-time without there be
Some other in the house than we!

She sleeps up in the attic there
Alone, poor maid. 'Tis but a stair

Betwixt us. Ohl my God! the down,
The soft young down of her, the brown,

The brown of her-her eyes, her hair, her hair!



A Study focus: ideas, attitudes,feelings -.l I l_Discuss/write about the following: 

- 

SUa'rYrr
3 Select and retrieve (textual detail) NATE
3a) What tells the reader how long this relationship has lasted?
3b) Which phrase suggests that there may have been a problem from the start of the marriage?

4 Explain [extended textual detail)
4a) What impression of the farmer do you get from his commenti "more's to do at harvest time than
bide and woo"?
4b) What do you think about the farmer and his friends when they " caught her", 'fetched her home',
and "ttlrned the key upon her, fast"?

Explain [motives, attitudes, feelings, ideas)
4c) Do you agree with the Farmer's view his bride is equally afraid of all three things, "love and me
and all things human"?
4d) What attitude to the bride is expressed by the description , "We chosed her, flying like a hare,
Before our lanterns"
4d) How much sympathy do you feel for farmer when he complains, "Btltwhat to me?"
4e) What is the farmer wishing for when he thinks about Christmas?
4f) How are the farmer's thoughts and intentions suggested by, "Tis but a stair between us"?

5 Interpret explore, analyse (writer's ideas and purpose, and effects on readers')
5a) How is the farmer's wife made to seem at ease with animals, if not with men?
5bJ How is the farmer's wife made to seem a victim?
5c) How are the farmer's actions presented as part of a community response?

B Study focus: language,Iorm and structure
6 Language
In a dramatic monologue, the narrator's voice needs to be realistic. Choose 5 examples of words
and phrases that seem typical of an uneducated nineteenth century countryman's speech.
7 Form
7a)The poem is a monologue but,like many dramatic stories, it includes some variety in what
other characters have said. Which are these?
7b) Charlotte Mew uses rhyme throughout the poem, but she varies the rhyme scheme in each
verse. Choose some examples of rhyming couplets and some examples of alternating rhymes.
B Structure
The first two verses record what happened in the pas! then the remaining verses are set in the
present. How does the ending give a hint about what may happen in the future?

C Study focus: contexts and comparisons
"Each task provides a contextual idea and if studenfs focus their answer on this, they will
naturally be able fo access AO3."
"The mark scheme recognises a broad interpretation of context e.g. placing the extract within
the larger context of the play, of a literary form or genre, of the student's own contemporary
context as well as historical context." [AQA examination advice]
The context of ideas for all the poems in this cluster is that of the cluster tifle - Love and
Relationships. Each poem should be approached as an example of some aspect of love
or some apect of relationship - or both.

9a) The student's own contemporary context
How do you think most readers today would react to a man who described his marriage with the
words- "l chose", and who "locked up"his wife when she ran away and was caught?



9b) The wider historical/literary context
What does the behaviour of the farmer and his friends suggest about customs and values in the
countryside during the nineteenth century?

[The poem was first published in L916, though it was written earlier. How do you think events in
the first years of the 20th century may have changed the attitudes to women found in the poem?]

10 Compare with:
Porphyria's Lover fsimilar in dramatic monologue form, male persona & deviant attitude to women;
different in setting, relationship and author gender)
I think of Thee [similar in passionate feelings about a partner ; different in a woman's attitude to
love and relationship)

Support: [knowledge & understandingJ
Gloss: bide - wait; woo - try to gain someone's love; fay - an elf or fairy; beseech - b.g; stall - part of
a stable.
Fill background= Charlotte Mew [1869-L928) was the first child of seven but three of her brothers
died while she was growing up. Later, another brother and a sister were committed for the rest of
their lives to mental hospitals. The remaining sisters, Charlotte and Anne, both decided not to
marry so they wouldn't pass on any disabilities to their children. Charlotte's experience of death,
mental illness and disappointment with life became themes in her poetry.
Reinforce: Which one best fits your image of the farmer?

Stretch (independent application and development of knowledge & understanding)

Compare other poems by Charlotte Mew exploring the sadness and frustration of unsuccessful
relationships Pecheresse (young woman's sense of sin and shame after a night of passion), Saturday
market, [suffering caused by illegitimate pregnancy) and From a Window, (loneliness and loss).
Compare her use of realistic speech for characters' voices in Sea Love & )ld Shepherd's Prayer.

Mew's interest in failing and frustrating relationships between men and women, and her interest in
ordinary people's speech are evident in this excerpt from The Haymarket.

A few yards from the folly Farmers a girl was standing in a doorway looking out at it. A woman with
a red puffy face and a jug in her hand pushed past her out of the blackness of the passage behind
and began talking noisily.
"You mark my words. 'E'll knock 'er silly before 'e's done. Wot's 'Erbert after orl? Not much. She

always said she'd 'ave'im, the dirty - - I I wouldn't let it brike yer, Mibel!"
The girl said, 'Cawn't yer let it alone?'and the woman shuffled off, in loose felt slippers, to the |olly
Farmers, muttering'A bit of muck like that!' and shuffled back two minutes afterwards wiping her
mouth with the back of her hand to say it more noisily over again. The girl said, For Gawd's sake, let
it alone!' and stood on, staring into the Market.
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